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NEW PRODUCTS

New product previews
New launches and innovations are the very essence of TFWA World Exhibition. This year,
there is once again an exciting range of new products from exhibitors across all
product categories. A broad selection are highlighted here, with further new product
previews to follow in subsequent issues of The Daily.

Fascinating
materials
Gebr. Heinemann will be showcasing
the schmuck-art range of costume
jewellery and accessories. Thanks
to the long-lasting partnership with
Gebr. Heinemann, the collections of
schmuck-art are an integral part of
the range of goods in the duty free and
Travel Value stores. The schmuck-art
design team combines trendy colours
and shapes with wearable fashion.
The appeal of the products is said to
lie in their high quality and versatility
at attractive prices. For the coming

Unique
Scotch
blend

season, schmuck-art uses a fascinating
mix of materials – among the highlights
of the new collection are sparkling

Beam Global Spirits & Wines is presenting

rhinestones, softly shimmering pearls

the unique blended Scotch whisky, Teacher’s

and elaborately worked leather.

Origin, at TFWA World Exhibition.

Yellow Village D21

Having successfully launched in India, where
Teacher’s is the number one blended whisky,
the launch is the first step towards expanding
the brand’s availability to consumers globally.
By recreating the traditional flavours of
the 19th century, the new expression

Unique scent

pays tribute to the unique heritage and
exceptional craftsmanship of founder
William Teacher, and celebrates his origin as
a fine blender of Scotch.

Mäurer & Wirtz has created a new fragrance

Double maturation in special 19th century-

range which is aimed at modern, younger

styled Quarter Casks is used to marry over

people: NOUVEAU COLOGNE.

30 different malt whiskies. The smaller

“NOUVEAU COLOGNE is a wonderful new

cask size allows for more contact between

scent – and more. NOUVEAU COLOGNE

the whisky and the wood, creating 30%

refreshes the senses and inspires one to

more maturation and resulting in a full,

find fresh energy – a feel-good scent, so to

rich, premium blend.

speak,” explained Alexandra Kalle, fragrance

Beam’s director for European travel retail

development manager at 4711. “The

and ME&A, Gareth Brown, said: “Origin

harmoniously fruity freshness paired with the

allows the Teacher’s trademark to compete

calming effect of the evodia fruit is unusual.

with aged blends up to 12 years old for

Embedded in aromas of blackcurrants, silky

the first time and provides us with a step

peonies, and warm sandalwood, a uniquely

forward in brand development.

sensual scent experience has been created.”

“The travel retail channel is a great

The new fragrance features a herbal

environment for the trial and discovery of new

extract of the evodia plant, which is said to

whiskies by consumers, so we are keen to

have a calming effect. The eau de cologne

see how it performs in this market. We are

is also accompanied by a range of bodycare

expecting a high level of consumer interest

products, such as the Body Sorbet Lotion and

following the launch, especially in key markets,

the refreshing Shower Gel. Both of these are

including European travel retail as well as

presented in the ‘Molanus’ bottle design, in

Middle East and African markets where

keeping with the classic style of the 4711 brand.

Teacher’s is already a leading whisky brand.”

Green Village K50

Green Village M53
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Shaving
sensation
At this year’s TFWA World Exhibition, Braun
is highlighting a number of new products,
as well as its innovative packaging and
display concepts.
The company has revamped its Series 3
shavers in order to even better integrate
them into the Series concept – both
technically and aesthetically.
All models are now equipped with
SensoFoil. The new hole size and geometry
are individually designed depending on the
position on the foil, perfectly balanced to
provide better efficiency and optimum
skin contact.
Rounding off the renewal of the Series
shavers, Braun has added three shavers to
the Series 1 range. All of these feature the
Triple Action Cutting System. Twin foils and
an integrated cutter shave progressively
closer to cut longer hairs and stubble
thoroughly in one stroke.
Braun is also presenting the relaunch of
its cruZer range, comprising the former
cruZer, bodycruZer, Precision Trimmer,
Exact Power beard trimmers and Hair
Perfect hair clippers.

Mediterranean Village P15

Natural
skin
care

Also being showcased is Nivea Visage
Pure & Natural – natural skin care
products containing Argan Oil.
The natural cold-pressed Argan Oil in
the Pure & Natural range comes from
a co-operative in Mogador, Morocco,
which supports the Berber women who

The latest skin care products from Nivea

produce this oil. The demand for Argan

are being presented, including Nivea

Oil also helps these women to preserve

Visage Pure & Natural Anti-Wrinkle Day

the precious trees.

and Night Care.

Among the products included in the

In addition to rich, organic Argan Oil

range are Nivea Visage Pure & Natural

from Morocco, the product also contains

Moisturizing Day Care for normal and

an effective organic anti-wrinkle

combination skin, Soothing Day Care for

ingredient, Burdock Fruit Extract.

dry and sensitive skin, and Nivea Visage

A special type of burdock is grown

Pure & Natural Cleansing Milk.

exclusively for Beiersdorf in SaxonyAnhalt in Germany.
This Burdock Fruit Extract stimulates
the skin to produce collagen and the
ingredient arctiin (Arctium lappa)
supports the synthesis of collagen
in the skin, resulting in visibly
reduced wrinkles.
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century grape variety of Cognac – the

Icy
Cognac

Folle Blanche. For that reason, Cognac
Godet has named it The Cognac Alpha &
Omega. With very little tannins and its
Folle Blanche originality, it is flowery and
elegant – the Godet taste trademark.

Bally’s 160th
Anniversary
Collection

“Our vision is to continue exploring the true
Cognac Godet is presenting Antarctica Icy

potential of Cognac by innovating upstream

Cognac – a clear Cognac to be enjoyed ice

at the growing stage and reinventing

cold. The first-ever clear Cognac, it is a tribute

Cognac. This Cognac is pure in style, elegant

Bally has marked its 160th anniversary

to the south-pole sailing expedition of Jean

and bluntly different, embodying our vision:

with the release of a specially crafted

Jacques Godet – chairman of Cognac Godet

the tradition revisited with modernism and

collection for men and women. The

and the 14th generation of Godet working in

uniqueness,” said JJ Godet, 14th generation

shoes, bags and accessories reveal

the La Rochelle based Cognac house.

of fine Cognac maker.

an innovative interpretation of the

With its unusual square bottle reminiscent
of a drifting iceberg and produced with the

Blue Village A1

brand’s creativity, expertise and
timeless appeal. Characterised by

Folle Blanche grape variety,

soft lines and vibrant seasonal tones,

it is expected to

the women’s Edelweiss collection

attract white spirits

includes stunning ballet flats, ankle

drinkers to the

boots, sling backs and pumps.

Cognac category

Normally associated with Bally’s

and also create

legendary men’s Scribe shoes,

excitement among

Bally’s designers have chosen to

traditional Cognac

apply its famous brogue detailing

drinkers.

to the women’s bags. Available in a

Consumed at

range of beautiful autumnal hues, the

below zero

charmingly proper ‘Ellie’ shoulder bag

traditional brogue detail and available

temperature as

features finely detailed brogueing in patent

in a palette of stylish blacks, greens and

a shot, on ice,

leather. An elegant Swiss Rose metal

chocolates. They are complemented by the

or in cocktails, it

closure and commemorative tassle are

‘Ablayr’ tote – a handsome grained leather

is described as the

applied to each bag.

bag that includes practical design features,

most innovative and

The men’s shoes include demi and

such as clever gadget pockets. Each piece

challenging Cognac

long lace-up boots, as well as a clever

carries the specially designed 160th logo.

yet produced with

interpretation of the oxford and derby,

the original 16th

all characterised by a modern spin on

Riviera Village RC6
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Using a rum taken from the heart of the

Smooth,
spiced
rum

Masculine
fragrance

charred American white oak barrels, the
expertly blended premium spirit contains
specially selected flavours and spices.
More than 2,700 names were considered
before Oakheart was selected, in a process
that took more than two years. The name
draws on the charred oak barrels used
for the rum blended into the product.

Bacardi is introducing the new Bacardi

The packaging is dimpled and textured to

Oakheart, which is said to be the most

reflect the masculine and edgy qualities,

noteworthy product launch from Bacardi

while the badge-like label highlights

since the introduction of Bacardi Limon

the idea of adventure, fraternity

more than a decade ago.

and camaraderie.

Bacardi Oakheart is designed to be a tribute

Available in a 1-litre bottle, Bacardi

to the modern day adventurer and this is

Oakheart will be available in global travel

reflected in the bold taste: a smooth, spiced

retail from October.

premium rum with a hint of smokiness and
a velvety smoothness.

Bay Village Bay 19/21

Chocolate
liquors

Mavive is showcasing the new fragrance
from world-famous brand Police – TO BE.
The new male fragrance is addressed to the
Police-Man, who is young (18 to 35 years),
and who seeks uniqueness along with a
strong brand that best characterises him.
Police has established itself as a ‘lifestyle

Anthon Berg is presenting an array of

brand’ by signing its name to a wide

its latest confectionery products at this

selection of fashion accessories, including

year’s TFWA World Exhibition.

glasses, perfumes, leather goods, watches

Among the new lines are the Caramel

and costume jewellery. Police ideally

and Nougat varieties of the Sweet

projects a strong and cool image that is

Moments range. In addition to the two

ahead of its time compared to the most

new variations, Marzipan and Fruit &

popular trends among the young.

Marzipan, classics such as Plum in

The idea of creating TO BE was generated

Madeira and Strawberry in Champagne

from a thorough analysis of the latest

are also included.

market trends. It is the result of extensive

Four new famous liquors have also

design studies, which produced a perfume

been added to the popular selection

that of its kind is unique. The bottle, rich

of chocolate liquor bottles. Jim Beam,

in details, perfectly represents the skull

Canadian Club, The Famous Grouse and

shape. The packaging, due to its textual

SOBIESKI are the latest big-name brands

play of light and shadow, reinterprets

to have been added to the collection,

the skull into a cool and extremely

which also includes the likes of Rémy

recognisable symbol.

Martin, Cointreau and Grand Marnier.

Equally significant was the choice of

Also being presented in Cannes by the

fragrance. The TO BE essence is said

Danish company is the Minibar Deluxe,

to express masculine strength and the

a special gifting edition of the

contrasts of life. Its virile elegance of black

liquor bottles, which contains 20

pepper is softened by the fruity notes

individual pieces.

of grapefruit and the freshness of violet

The attractive black box boasts an

leaves. The heart is grounded in a luminous

embossed pattern and characteristic

accord of apple-tree flowers, which then

gold foil text, while customers can

bursts into a cosy base of cedar-wood,

see the contents through a bottle-

patchouli, and white amber.

shaped window.

Red Village M30

Blue Village B7

Sport
chic

are presented in a gift box with three
nylon interchangeable straps, which are
inspired by those worn by NATO troops.
These straps can be easily changed in
seconds, without the use of tools. They
are extremely resilient, dry quickly and
allow you to match your watch to your

Oxygen is showcasing its new Exchange

outfit and activity. Also available to be

collection. Influenced by the ‘sport

sold individually, the Exchange straps

chic’ trend, it is said to be the new icon

come in a large range of solid colours

of the brand and is being launched

and stripes.

internationally in domestic and duty
free markets.
The Exchange ‘Sport’ and ‘Diver’ ranges
6 – TFWA DAILY
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market of 20-40 year olds.

Must-have
fragrance

The concept is based on the idea of

This year in Cannes, Jacomo is presenting

smartphone.

its new fragrance – It’s me – which is

The fragrance for her is a chypre fruity and

available in both a male and female edition.

floral fragrance, while the male version is

Both of the versions are available as a

an aromatic fruity and woody scent. Both

50ml natural spray, which can easily fit

have a recommended retail price of 142.

in a handbag or jacket pocket. Each of
the trendy fragrances is aimed at a target

Top
tequilas

a ‘must-have’ object, which contains
personal items: contacts, meetings,
messages, photos, music and more. ‘It’s
me’ is designed to pay homage to the

Red Village L25

today, 10 generations later.
A number of products are being
presented in Cannes, covering every
type of tequila category: Silver,
Reposado, Anejo, Extra Anejo’s and
100% Agave products.
Among the 10 products in the portfolio
are Cuervo Especial Reposado (‘Gold’),

New Exhibitor

Especial Silver (‘Silver’), as well as

Jose Cuervo is unveiling a new brand

Cuervo Tradicional, Cuervo Platino and

positioning for its international markets.

Cuervo Reserva de la Familia.

The new positioning – Cuervo, The

As well as the Cuervo-branded range,

tequila from Tequila – will cover the

Jose Cuervo International also markets

entire product portfolio, from Especial to

the super-premium 1800 range of tequilas,

Reserva de la Familia.

commemorating the date that tequila was

This new positioning celebrates Cuervo’s

first aged in oak barrels by the Cuervo

little-known authenticity, provenance and

family, and also the super-premium Gran

independence. The Cuervo family started

Centenario range, which features the

the tequila industry from its base in the

unique pink tequila Rosangel.

town of Tequila, Jalisco State, 250 years
ago and that’s where you’ll still find them

Riviera Village RA8

Cool
laptop
sleeves

practical and aesthetic covers which will
protect their computer devices and look
great at the same time. They love our
fresh colours which make a welcome
change from plain black nylon or heavy
leather. With prices starting at 116 in
travel retail, these covers make excellent

Contemporary French brand Tintamar will

gifts or impulse purchases

unveil three additions to its permanent

at the airport.”

collection of Intelligent Daily Bags at TFWA
World Exhibition, which are designed to suit
users of the latest technology.
The VIP Access File is a padded
protective case in robust
nylon in three different sizes
designed to suit iPads,
tablets, netbooks and laptop
electronic devices. This
smart protective sleeve
is offered in a palette of
seven colours: soft mouse,
taupe, violet, shiny silver,
shiny taupe, dramatic red
and black, with a trademark

High
quality
wine

stripe on the inside and
Muscat grapes grown on vines with strictly

a coordinating Tintamar

limited yields that produce high quality

‘visa’ tag guaranteeing its

wine of great complexity.

authenticity. The VIP Access

Muscato is described as a concentrated

File is available in three sizes:

‘fruit forward’ wine. It is a well-balanced

small (26 x 20 x 1.5cm) to

full bodied fruity wine, with a low alcohol

suit an iPad; medium (35 x

content of 10% by volume.

25 x 2cm); and large

Gérard Bertrand is also presenting

(38.5 x 27.5 x 3cm).

New exhibitor

Collection Rare – three naturally sweet

Edith Petit, chairman and

Gérard Bertrand is showcasing its Muscato

wines from the South of France.

creative director, said: “Many

wine, which is created from a blend of
Muscat of Alexandria and Small-Grain
8 – TFWA DAILY
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as women – are looking for
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New
scents
Art & Fragrance is presenting a number
of new novelties. Jaguar Classic Amber is
a high-class men’s fragrance that is said
to offer a unique fragrance experience. It
is a refined composition from the family
of woody, ambered perfumes, which
radiate a subtle masculinity and warmth.

‘Sillage’ features top notes of rose

This makes it perfect for stylish, confident

essence, iris, clove flower and jasmine;

men who like the warm, tobacco-hinted

the heart comprises blackcurrant leaves,

scent of amber. The bottle has the same

pear and blackberry; while the dry down

elegant, slim shape as the famous

features sandalwood mysore, vanilla and

perfume Jaguar Classic. With its tinted

white musks.

brown glass, the bottle offers a beautiful

Fleur d’Ivoire is a special limited edition

contrast to the metal bordering and

from Parfums Grès, which belongs to

brilliant chrome lid. The packaging

the white-floral-musky fragrance family.

design consists of a striped pattern in

The top notes are peach, almond and

elegant brown.

blackcurrant; the heart notes are vanilla,

Lalique ‘Nilang’ is an Aqua-Oriental

salicylate and white flowers; and the

fragrance. The top note is an imaginary

base notes are sandalwood, tonka bean

hint of the lotus flower with fresh and

and musk. Fleur de Passion is similarly a

lightly edible notes of peach, mandarin

special limited edition, which belongs to

and melon, watery fruits. The heart note

the floral-oriental-citrus fragrance family.

comprises freesia, water jasmine and

It has top notes of mandarin, peony and

clove flower, brought out with a fruity

rice; heart notes of black pepper, lily of the

touch of wild blueberries. The dry down

valley and iris; and base notes of vetiver,

note brings together amber, vanilla,

musk accord and amber.

praline, sandalwood, patchouli and musk.
Lalique Crystal Limited Edition 2012:

Next
generation
pens

Red Village J33

presence in the form of innovative popup locations across the globe. To kick-off
this worldwide launch, PARKER selected
an exclusive location at the entrance of
TFWA World Exhibition at the prestigious
Palais des Festivals in Cannes on
September 18, 2011.

PARKER announces the start of a global

The custom PARKER environment

pop-up activation plan to highlight the

will feature striking floor-to-ceiling

ground-breaking launch of Parker 5TH

visuals, modern PARKER design codes,

Technology and the Parker Ingenuity

a stunning presentation of the 12-piece

Collection. This innovative new system

Parker Ingenuity Collection and an

presents an entirely new mode of writing

engaging writing experience. Attendees

– so revolutionary, it needs to be fully

will be welcomed to test out the ground-

experienced. With the aim of gaining a

breaking innovation of Parker 5TH

new generation’s interest in fine writing

Technology and be introduced to the

– including those who may not frequent

pleasure of writing.

pen shops – the international leader in
the fine writing arena expands its retail

Blue Village A3
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New Skagen
collections
Skagen is showcasing two new collections:

The Danish Blue collection features

Stretch Mesh and Danish Blue. The shifting

genuine leather bands and stainless steel

sands sweeping across the beaches of

cases in a variety of sizes and functionality.

Skagen are the inspiration behind the

The skies in Skagen are said to be bluer

Stretch Mesh Collection. The watches

than just about anywhere else in the world

feature no clasps, no need for adjustment

and those blues can be found in the faces of

and no fear of oversized or unsecured

the watches.

bands. The centrepiece is said to be a shiny
case in a variety of colours and finishes.

Yellow Village H45

Refined leathergoods
Piquadro is presenting a refined selection of

combines ancient traditions with the most

leather products handmade in Italy at TFWA

modern technologies.

World Exhibition. The Sartoria collection

Each item has a unique serial number,

combines the technological heart of

while a small tricolore in the address tag

Piquadro with the ancient craft of the Tuscan

symbolises the wholly Italian origin and

artisans. The computer briefcases, iPad

production of the line.

carriers, notepad carriers and other small

Using an iPad application, the customer

stylish accessories are made by hand in a

can configure to his or her own taste a

laboratory in which the art of saddlery has

selection of models in one of the three

been handed down over the generations.

available leathers and alternative colours,

The hide used comes from the celebrated

choosing from among three different types

Tuscan tanneries and is high-quality full-

of finishes in metal, six colours of thread

grain calf, soft to the touch and vegetable

for the stitching and three colours for the

tanned using vegetable tannins, quebracho,

internal lining.

mimosa, chestnut extract, pure anilines
and natural oils, following a procedure that

Truffle innovation

Green Village L40

Bank is a novelty bean-shaped tin with a

Great
gifts

hinged lid and little lock and key, which
contains a 300g bag and is the perfect gift
and travel retail tin.
The 325g Square to Round Tube is an
innovative cardboard tube that is a perfect

Duc d’O Chocolaterie is presenting a

will feature prominently.

Dublin-based Aran Candy, producer of

gift item and is exclusive to travel retail.

range of exciting chocolate novelties

Duc d’O is also launching five limited

natural gourmet jelly beans under The

Finally, The Jelly Bean Factory 500g

at TFWA World Exhibition, including a

edition packaging designs for the festive

Jelly Bean Factory brand, is back at TFWA

gift box is packed by hand with 12

major innovation in its truffle range. In

season. ‘Wintertales Limited Edition’ is

World Exhibition this year with a number

favourite individual flavours in individual

order to make the positioning clearer

exclusive festive season packaging in boxes

of new gift concepts that are ideal for

compartments. The embossed box is

for clients and customers, a separate

and tins for truffles, pralines pâtissières

travel retail. The company is exhibiting on

designed for the travel retail and gift sector.

product line will be introduced under the

and mini pralines.

the Bord Bia stand.

title ‘Intense Collection’. This sub-brand

Another line extension is the new design for

New this year is the 75g Fairtrade Box.

will contain all the exclusive truffle

the Mini Pralines 200g gift packaging.

The Jelly Bean Factory is proud to support

varieties that offer something ‘extra’ in
terms of taste or additions.

Green Village J47

developing countries by using ‘Fairtrade’
sugar in its new box range. With four

Duc d’O is, at the same time, launching two

varieties in the range, 36 Flavour mix, Berry

new truffle delights: a milk chocolate

Burst mix, Fruit Cocktail mix and Tropical

truffle with crunchy biscuit filling

Bonanza mix, it is the perfect impulse box.

and a white chocolate truffle

The 225g Folding Box is a high quality stand

with strawberry mousse. The

up box containing a 225g bag of gourmet

first is composed of an exquisite

jelly beans and available in four varieties

combination of the famous flaky

in the range – 36 Flavour mix, Berry Burst

truffle and one of France’s most

mix, Fruit Cocktail mix and

famous biscuits – the crèpe dentelle

Tropical Bonanza mix.

or feuilletine. The second combines the

This eye-catching

sweetness of white chocolate with the

box is the

fruitiness of small pieces of strawberry.

perfect sharing

Both varieties are being launched in a

and gift box.

100g box; the title ‘Intense Collection’

The 300g Bean

10 – TFWA DAILY
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Modern
glamour

nail polish colours: Vertigo Red – an
intoxicating, shimmering burgundy;
Purple Sensation – a diabolical purple;
Platinum Marble – a metallic, golden

Mavala is showcasing its new collections

grey; Racing Green – an elegant British

for Autumn/Winter 2011/2012 – Paradox

green; Orange Amazone – a classy,

and Kiss Me. The concept of ‘masculine-

equestrian orange; and Denim Blue – an

feminine’ is prominent this season and

historic, lustrous blue.

gives a balanced combination of sexiness

The Kiss Me collection contains six shades

and strictness. For the followers of modern

for lips: Venetian Red, Angel Pink, Devil

glamour, there are touches of orange, rust,

Orange, Petal Beige, Divine Nectar and

violet, mustard, red and turquoise teasing

Creamy Rose.

the dominant mysterious shades of black,
tar, midnight blue and chocolate.

New Ring
Shawls
Morgan & Oates is introducing a new mixed
fibre version of its Ring Shawl collection,
enabling the company to offer this ultra-fine
product at a more accessible price point. The
Ring Shawls are available in several designs
and are exclusive to travel retail.
The high quality Shawls originate from
Nepal, where the quality and superiority
of a shawl was tested by pulling the whole
wrap through a wedding ring. The easier it
slips though, the better the wrap. Working
with the original 100% cashmere product
as a target, Morgan & Oates has created
the same feel and lightness for the new
mixed fibre version. Manufactured from 10%
Cashmere, 30% Silk and 60% Fine Wool, like
the originals, this new Ring Shawl still offers
a superb quality, but at a lower price point.
Design options for the Ring Shawls initially
include leopard print, pink and purple
floral, and beige with red roses.
At 150, the wraps offer fantastic value for
money to the consumer and a huge saving
compared to the original wraps which are
almost double the amount.
Morgan & Oates will also be showing new designs
in its existing collections of wraps and scarves in
pure Cashmere, Silk and Cashmere/Merino mix.

Mediterranean
Village P19
12 – TFWA DAILY
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New &
Good
New exhibitor
Desigual is presenting ‘New & Good’ –
its new SS’12 collection. The company’s
philosophy is that it dresses people,
not bodies. The clothes are intended to
inspire whoever wears or sees them.
Desigual is forging ahead with its
international expansion process and
plans to finish 2011 with 35 points of
sale in 30 airports around the world.
Currently the clothing brand is present
in major international airports, such as
Barcelona, Madrid, Paris, Amsterdam,
Atlanta, Miami, Los Angeles and
Houston. Likewise the brand is in the
process of establishing its presence in
major commercial airports in Asia and
South America.
These new openings are in line with
the expansion strategy of the company,
which has made a strong commitment
to internationalisation and innovation.
Desigual is continuing to make an

can find a wide selection of the latest in

impact and generate interest among key

women’s fashion and accessories from

operators such as Aelia, Aldeasa and

the brand.

Nuance, with which the company has
closed various agreements.
In Desigual’s airport stores, travellers

Functional,
fun styles

Mediterranean
Village N5
ultra-shine logoed PU in fun and glamorous
colours silver, gold, purple, red, champagne
and pink. In two bag styles – Boston Mini
and Boston Medium – plus small and
medium pouch and various wallets, this
line offers great entry price points from
195 for a pouch to 1385 for the Boston.

MCM’s Spring Summer 2012 collection

Inside each item is embossed: ‘Happy 35th

repositions the brand at a new premium

Birthday. We love you MCM’.

level with enhanced quality materials and

The new Sun Dream line is also being

improved detailing. For travel retail the

showcased, while established collection

emphasis is on both practical, functional

favourites such as Ivana, First Lady,

lines and fun styles aimed at the younger

Heritage and NY Visetos are back with new

consumer. The range of small leathergoods

styles and colours.

also continues to play a vital role, with
new introductions aimed at the gifting

Riviera Village RC4

market. Strong colours run throughout the
collection with in-trend orange, lime-green
and mustard yellow all dominating.
With the younger traveller in mind,
MCM is introducing Sweet Visetos
– a pretty ‘heart’ cherry printed
design in pink/blue, white/pink
and beige/pink. Styles
include mini and
medium Boston
and Tambourine
bags along
with wallets,
keyrings,
heart-shaped
handbag mirror
and card case.
Also aimed at
this market is
the capsule 35th
Anniversary
line made from
TFWA DAILY – 13
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Sensual and
glamorous
Pupa is launching its new Luminys Silk

foundation to immediately illuminate

Satin Baked Eyeshadow – Wet & Dry. The

the face. It is also perfect as an eye

colours are vibrant, intense and bright;

and lip make-up base, as it helps

the texture is extremely silky and soft to

improve the hold of the eyeshadow and

the touch; and the formula features a very

lipstick. It is packaged as an elegant

White-Jeans, White-Turquoise, White-Red,

high percentage of small pearls for an

silver ‘click pen’ and has a soft bristle

White-Pink, and White-Purple. The concept

elegant satin effect. The result is said to be

applicator. It comes in three colours

is that white is nowadays considered a

a sensual, glamorous look.

– Luminous Ivory, Luminous Sand and

colour in its own right, and can be combined

Luminys Touch is a new complexion

Luminous Peach.

with other colours, muted or tinted, while

highlighter designed to bring immediate

Pupa will also showcase its Magnetic

never losing its connotations of purity,

brightness and glow to the shaded areas

Nail Art for decorated nails. The kit

freshness and balance.

of the face, where skin looks dull. It helps

comes with magnetic nail polish for a

Ice-Watch is showcasing the new ICE-WHITE

The watches come in small,

improve brightness, reducing dark circles

metal effect, a magnet to create an effect

collection, which is based on the Sili Forever

unisex and big sizes.

around the eyes. The formula is enriched

with horizontal stripes and a magnet to

with P-LB COMPLEX – a blend of five plant

create an effect with diagonal stripes.

Ice-white
collection
white model and pairs white and colours
in eight combinations. The combinations
are: Black-White, White-Black, White-Blue,

14 – TFWA DAILY
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extracts. Luminys Touch can be used
alone or either before or after applying
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AnniversarҮ
cigar

Bay15B
Bay village
Level 1
www.wenger.ch

Davidoff celebrates 100 years of its
flagship stores this year – with the
Geneva store celebrating its centenary.
In 1911, Henri Davidoff opened a tobacco
shop in Geneva, thereby laying the
cornerstone of today’s global network of
over 60 Davidoff Flagship Stores.
Davidoff is celebrating with the launch
of an extraordinary cigar in two formats.
Only tobaccos developed by Davidoff
were used to create the cigar, which has
a strong character and will be featured in
the stately Toro format.
The 100th Anniversary cigar is a blend
that consists exclusively of tobaccos
that Davidoff obtained through crossbreeding or by further developing its own
seeds. Five different types were used for
the filler and stored between five to nine

balanced flavour and is distinguished by

years so that they could develop their

its lasting finish.

full aroma and special characteristics.

The anniversary cigar in Toro format is

The dark, reddish-brown Criollo

available in a limited edition, while Robusto

wrapper comes from the recently

cigar lovers can also look forward to the

discovered growing region of Yamasá,

introduction of the same cigar in this

with its characteristic red soil found in

format, which will be available in a limited

the southern regions of the Dominican

edition starting in mid-September.

Republic. The resulting cigar is
complex and unique with a strong

Riviera Village RH8

Modern interpretation
Dali Eau de Toilette is taking centre stage

inspired by his painting entitled ‘Apparition

on the Cofinluxe stand at this year’s TFWA

of the Face of Aphrodite of Knidos in a

World Exhibition.

Landscape’.

In the same vein as the original Dali Le

The bottle features pure, transparent

Parfum, the new scent offers a contemporary,

lips and the subtle contrast between the

purer and more youthful version,

body of the bottle in frosted glass and the

reinterpreted for today’s young women.

transparent lips and nose creates a modern

The fragrance combines floral scents, fresh

play on light, creating sparkling reflections.

fruity aromas and delicate powdery musks.

Dali Eau de Toilette is available in three

The bottle naturally features the shapes

versions: 30ml, 50ml and 100ml.

of the famous lip-shaped bottle designed
by Salvador Dali for Dali Le Parfum,

Red Village K35
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Swiss
treasures
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André Mouche will be showcasing its
2011/2012 collection of Swiss watches.
The assembly of the Swiss movements,
the casing and the dials is performed

Sweet Swiss
indulgence

exclusively in the company’s own
workshops in the Swiss canton of Jura.
On each piece, the varnish is applied by
hand in several layers. All André Mouche

Villars Maître Chocolatier is launching a

watches are coated with finest quality 18

new metal collector’s box, filled with the

carat yellow gold or palladium.

company’s famous Swiss chocolate.

Only Swarovski crystals are used for

The Villars collection boxes are based on

all models.

the original prints created for the company

To celebrate the 50th anniversary of

by artists that express the ‘art nouveau’

André Mouche and to pay tribute to the

trend of the 1920s.

company’s founder, it has created its

Each collectible box contains an exclusive

With the introduction of this new collector’s

latest model – ‘Gracia’. Rich in colour, the

assortment of Villars Swiss Pralines

box, Villars continues the 110 years of

distinctive feature of ‘Gracia’ is the floral

Specialties – milk and dark praline with

Swiss chocolate tradition.

paintwork of the dial’s design.

wafer chips, milk with almond praline filling,

The new André Mouche collection

and milk praline with Gianduja orange.

Blue Village L29

features bangle watches, leatherstrip
watches and pendant watches.
The Marquise Mini collection is said
to follow the spirit of the creator and
founder André Mouche and his wife
Gracia. The Gala model has a design
refined and ennobled by inlays of gold
or silver, which is said to create a
wristwatch of perfect beauty.
Marquise Néolia, meanwhile, is a
colourful model, in perfect harmony

Naked
Grouse
revealed

with its design.

The Naked Grouse, the latest addition to

With the Prestige Crystal model, the

The Famous Grouse family, will be revealed

nuances in the finish of the lid emphasise

for the first time on the Maxxium stand

the effect of the bracelet, which is

at TFWA World Exhibition. The premium

adorned with Swarovski stones.

blended whisky contains two renowned

Red Village L28

malts, Highland Park and The Macallan,
which have been slow-matured in sundried
Spanish sweet sherry casks – the most
expensive in the world – to give the blend
unrivalled smoothness.
Steven Sleigh, area director global travel

Delighting
the senses

retail, The Edrington Group: “We are
delighted to add this extraordinary new blend

in which The Famous Grouse became

from The Famous Grouse family to our travel

Scotland’s number one selling whisky and

retail portfolio. Travel retail is a hotbed of

carefully selected whisky from subsequent

innovation and The Naked Grouse represents

years, it is the first special blend created by

The new Neuhaus ‘dessert’ collection will,

a significant departure from the usual style

Gordon Motion since he assumed the role

it is said, delight all travellers’ senses.

of blended whiskies, but one which boasts a

of Master Blender in 2009. With only 10,000

New and exclusive to travel retail, it will

proud heritage. Stripped of fancy trappings

bottles available worldwide, a proportion of

be launched worldwide at the beginning

The Naked Grouse is a simple yet chic

which will be available in global travel retail,

of October. The limited edition features

presentation of a sherried, ultra smooth

this celebratory decanter is set to become a

Neuhaus’ interpretation of five world

sales by attracting new customers to the

Scotch which is a pleasure to drink.”

much cherished collector’s item for whisky

famous desserts: crème brûlée, tiramisu,

confectionery category.

Meanwhile, The Famous Grouse Celebration

enthusiasts and fans of The Famous Grouse.

sabayon, tarte tatin and moelleux au
chocolat. It is expected to add incremental

Red Village M24
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Blend Decanter will also be exhibited in
Cannes. Containing whisky from the year
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Technology & styling
Rotary Watches, being exhibited on The

dark dial on one side and a light dial on the

Dreyfuss Group stand, has launched the ‘Rotary

other. The series features precision detailing

Evolution’ range of truly avant-garde statement

with unique flecks of colour on the dials

watches that offer impressive travel-related

and indexes. Although the majority of the

functionality and striking good looks.

models in this series have been designed to

‘TZ1’ is a family of chronograph watches in

appeal to men, two mid-size Austrian crystal

three colourways: stainless steel, PVD rose

set, round models have been launched in

gold and PVD yellow gold. Each dial has

stainless steel and PVD rose gold with white

eyecatching red accents. The chronograph

croco leather straps for ladies. The elegant

movement allows fractions of time to be

ladies models feature unique detailing and

measured and is therefore aimed at those

an infusion of rich colour.

choosing a more sports-inspired piece.

‘TZ3’ is a cluster of trio-timer models. Each

‘TZ2’ represents the most innovative of

of the watches features a futuristic grid-

the models and includes the patented and

effect dial that includes two separately-

award-winning round and rectangular

powered mini dials resulting in an ability

rotating case strap watches, dubbed the

to maintain three separate times. Crafted

‘Rotary Revelation’. Individually powered by

in stainless steel, PVD rose gold and black

two separate movements, the timepieces

ion plating, these generously-proportioned

allow the wearer to retain two separate

and design-led watches are finished with a

times and achieve two distinctive looks in

ribbed rubber strap and deployment clasp.

one watch. The concurrent theme is ‘day’
and ‘night’ as each watch has a contrasting

Scents
for him
and her

Yellow Village AA17

poppy flower, while the middle notes
are liquid chocolate accord, blackberry,
narcisse and hypnotic jasmine. The dry
down includes magnetic ambers, vanillin,

Natural
cosmetics

patchouli and second skin musk.
The male scent, meanwhile, boasts top notes

New exhibitor

of sparkling Clementine, purple lavender

NUXE will be showcasing its brand of

Visitors to the Coty Prestige stand will have

and cucumber, middle notes of osmanthus,

natural cosmetics, offering a wide range of

the opportunity to preview ck one shock

black pepper, cardamom and black basis,

skincare products based on three values:

for her and for him from Calvin Klein.

and a dry down consisting of notes of tobacco,

nature, efficacy and glamour.

The fragrance for her comprises top notes

ambreine, cashmeran musk and patchouli.

Today, NUXE is the third ranked cosmetics

of passion flower, pink peony and jewelled

ck one shock’s bottle is a defaced version

brand in French pharmacies – with 5,000

of the iconic ck one signature bottle,

POS – and has become an international

representing the theme of rebellion. The

brand with a presence in more than 60

outer packaging features an embossed

countries in Europe, Asia, the Middle East

pink shock logo for the women’s

and the Americas.

fragrance, while the male version

Its consumers are those people looking for

features an embossed green logo.

natural products, offering efficiency and that

Both the male and female scents are

are a pleasure to use, at the right price. After

available in 50ml, 100ml and 200ml editions.

a successful start in travel retail at some key
airports and in inflight sales, NUXE is now

Marine Village Foyer
3/S13/S15

looking to expand its travel retail presence.

Blue Village F23
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for him
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Gifting
innovation

From Collistar, Acqua Attiva Assoluta is

Following another highly successful year

being showcased at this year’s exhibition.

in travel retail for Perfetti Van Melle,

Following its debut in the world of

the company is continuing its mission to

men’s perfume, Collistar has once

increase the share of sugar confectionery

more entrusted Alberto Morillas

within the category in line with the global

with the task of signing the second

market. Perfetti Van Melle will focus on key

olfactory episode of the firm.

brands Chupa Chups and Mentos at TFWA

The freshness accord features bergamot,

World Exhibition, introducing a completely

cassis leaves and pepper, while the

new range of products that are exclusive to

woody accord comprises cypress

the market and designed to capitalise on

absolute, Kasmir wood, vetiver and

the strong gifting and impulse nature of the

cedarwood. The Amber accord features

sector. In particular, it will be highlighting

benzoin absolute, grey amber and musk.

the potential of till-point sales with new

Presented in a masculine black

travel packs for Mentos gum.

bottle, the product’s packaging is

For Chupa Chups, Perfetti Van Melle will be

which we would be pleased to discuss with

also black with white lettering and

introducing new gift items for children based

our customers at the show.”

silver decoration on the front.

on added value. Destination gifting is another

Gifting and premiumisation are the themes

As well as the eau de toilette, the

priority for the brand with the launch of a

for Mentos this year with innovative new

Acqua Attiva Assoluta range also

new exclusive tin of 16 Chupa Chups lollipops

products designed to combine added value

includes After-Shave Lotion and

illustrated with various symbols associated

with exclusivity. “We are aiming to present

Shower-Shampoo. The former

with travelling, such as passport stamps,

Mentos in new formats which move the

soothes and softens the skin after

signposts and suitcases. “Combining Chupa

brand from the snacking category into the

shaving, and both products include

Chups with a toy has proved to be a very

gifting zone. This enables the product to

active ingredients Cryogenyl, Olivine,

successful combination for the brand and

command a higher price point whilst still

Witch hazel water, Vitamin E and

we’ve got some great new innovations aimed

retaining excellent value for money – good

Natural Moisturising Factor.

at boys and girls for next year,” said Mark

news for the retailer!”

Green Village K36

Laros, global travel retail director. “There
is also potential for destination specific tins

Blue Village G27

Exclusive
chocolates
Fauchon will present its Macaroons Concept,

Chocolate Rocher, Dark Chocolate Hearts,

as well as a range of other new confectionery

and Praline Milk Chocolate.

products at TFWA World Exhibition.

Also on show is the new design of the

The Macaroons offer features eight

Fauchon 12 Chocolates Squares. Featuring

different flavours, including chocolate,

an ultra modern design, each box contains

vanilla and caramel, and the company has

six dark chocolate squares with cocoa

developed specially tailored furniture to

beans, and six milk chocolate squares with

encourage sales of the products.

pieces of nougat.

Exclusive to travel retail, Fauchon

Ahead of its October launch, the new

Chocolats will also be showcased. The

Biscuits Heart Tin can also be previewed,

nine-piece box includes Milk Chocolate

alongside the new Teddy Bear Biscuit Tin

Hearts, Gianduja Milk Chocolate, and Dark

and 50 Flavoured Teas Gift Box.

Chocolate Ganache, while the 15-piece
assortment also includes Milk and Dark

18 – TFWA DAILY
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Champagne
limited
edition
Rémy Cointreau GTR is presenting
the new Champagne Piper-Heidsieck
Cuvée Brut ‘French Cancan par Jean
Paul Gaultier’. The limited edition
bottle is dressed by world-famous
couturier Jean Paul Gaultier.
The Champagne Piper-Heidsieck
Cuvée Brut ‘French Cancan par Jean
Paul Gaultier’ wears a black latex
dress and fishnet stocking with a
red mask at the neck suggestive of
mystery and passion. The eyeliner
black complements lipstick red
perfectly. It can be found in high
class bars, restaurants and selected
travel retail outlets, including Paris
CDG, Brussels, Singapore, Ho Chi

Delightful
Disney
timepieces

The Disney Princess Watch is bound to be
one of the favourites among the collection.
It features a Japanese 3 hands quartz
movement, is water resistant up to 30
metres, and has a stainless steel crown,
while the famous characters are featured

Minh, Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok.

on the pink dial. Along with the timepiece,

This is the second time that

a Princess keyring is offered in a beautiful
presentation tin.

Piper-Heidsieck and Jean-Paul
Gaultier have worked together to

Gerzon Duty Free is launching a range of new

Furthering the appeal of the range, the

create a provocative, seductive

Disney watches at this year’s show. Featuring

collection of official Disney timepieces

and charming edition.

famous Disney characters from Disney

includes products that are suitable for both

movies, such as Mickey & Minnie Mouse, Cars,

boys and girls.

Marine Village
Foyer 1A

Princess and Toy Story, the watches are the
perfect gift for all Disney fans.

Blue Village F27
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Back to black

Let’s
grow
together

Black Up – the make-up company for black and

thanks to a creamy and smooth formula.

mixed race women – is presenting a range of its

Other products in the vast range include

latest products at TFWA World Exhibition.

Matifying Base, Sublime Powder and Gold

Among them is the Waterproof Smoky Kohl

Shimmering Body Oil. The former instantly

Pencils, which can be used as liners and

matifies the skin, giving a soft finish, while

eye shadows, offering a shiny and satin

the Sublime Powder provides a radiant

The Scandinavian Tobacco Group,

finish. The 2-in-1 pencils are available in five

complexion. The Gold Shimmering Body Oil,

manufacturer of cigar, pipe and fine cut

different shades.

meanwhile, also boasts moisturising and

tobacco, recently combined its tobacco

A selection of Glitter Eye Shadows will also

soothing properties.

business with Swedish Match,

be on show. A total of 12 different shades are
available and the colours blend to perfection

Green Village K37

making it the world’s second
largest cigar company. It is
presenting its large portfolio
at TFWA World Exhibition.
Annually, more than 2.5
billion cigars and 1,650
tons of pipe tobacco will
leave the Group’s factories
in Europe, Asia and
Central America. The joint
company has approximately
9,700 employees.
The new company, which
has sales companies in 15
countries, is market leader
in a number of countries
in Europe within cigars and
pipe tobacco, and holds more than 30%

(US), Cohiba (US) and Punch (US). Leading

of the US premium cigar market. The

pipe tobacco brands are Erinmore, Borkum

company’s leading cigar brands include

Riff, Clan, Half&Half, and W.Ø. Larsen.

Café Crème, La Paz, Henri Wintermans,
Colts, Mercator, Macanudo, CAO, Partagas
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Educational & fun
The Wandering Monkey will unveil its

2011 and one that it intends to continue in

new stand in Cannes, which will be the

2012 and beyond. One example of this is

start of a new adventure for Wandering

the joint promotion with Condor Ferries

Monkey followers and will show the

this year in its summer brochure. Using the

company’s dedication to providing

colourful vibrant graphics associated with

products that are educational, fun,

the Wandering Monkey, the company has

interactive and extremely portable for

supported games and fun for kids onboard

boys and girls aged from 3 years up, and

as well as a colouring competition for all

tailor-made with travel retail in mind.

the children to get involved in.

At TFWA World Exhibition, Wandering

Having won the recent Airline Retail award

Monkey will be launching a selection of

at ARC this year for the most promising

games and gifting items to sit alongside

supplier to In-flight Retail, the Wandering

its already successful Activity Pack and

Monkey is inviting visitors to see its new

colouring/stickers range of products, all

look stand in Cannes and experience a little

with the travelling child in mind.

Wandering Monkey hospitality.

Working in partnership with customers
has been a key strategy of the company for

Marine Village S4

princess crowns and three sparkly bangles.
The suggested retail price is 125.

Disney
gift sets

The Princess Gift Box contains a round
zipped purse decorated with Disney
princesses, an EDT 15ml and a cute
necklace with a lip gloss locket. The
suggested retail price is 117.50.

Travel Retail Experts is exhibiting two

The full range of Disney toiletries

new Disney gift sets with eau de toilette,

and accessories distributed by Travel

jewellery and pretty accessories. The

Retail Experts throughout Europe,

charming gift sets are exclusive to

the Middle East and Asia will be

travel retail.

exhibited at TFWA World Exhibition,

The transparent Princess Handbag is

alongside the mic-o-mic construction

decorated with Disney fairytale characters

toy kits and the WWF plush range.

and contains a heart-shaped eau de toilette
30ml and a lip-gloss topped with pink

Red Village M27
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Beauty
of nature
Wellington Jeweller is launching its new
Pica LéLa Nature collection, which is said
to capture the beauty of nature and its
sensational colours. The pieces feature
the beauty of natural elements such as the
butterfly and flower, the earth, water and
fire, coupled with stylish designs.
Many of the vibrant, stylish designs are 18K
rose gold plated, set with pure crystal and
stunning droplets.
The Rose Story Pendant is delicately
crafted to brighten any outfit. The rose
cubic zirconia stones are embedded in a
delicate cradle of petals, which are set to
make the jewellery glitter and dazzle at
each body movement.
Pica LéLa jewellery is set with a variety of
colourful or clear cubic zirconias, crystals,
mother of pearl or pearls. The innovative
fashion jewellery from Australia comes
with complementary packaging suitable
for inflight duty free, cruise liners, retail
shops, downtown duty free or department
stores. All products come with a five-year
international warranty.

Blue Village B4

Fresh
fragrances
Attimo L’Eau Florale is a new fragrance

and 100ml Eau de Toilette spray.

from Salvatore Ferragamo. The luminous

Also new is Attimo pour Homme – a fresh,

bouquet of the fragrance is introduced

woody oriental fragrance. The opening

by an opening of the luscious and crisp

of the fragrance combines aromatic

Nashi Pear, colourful hints of kumquat

notes of marjoram, effervescent

and delicate watery lotus flower notes. The

cardamom and sparkling mandarin. In

graceful and naturally elegant heart of the

the heart notes a comforting spiciness of

fragrance is rosy and subtly spicy peony

saffron conveys intensity together with a

with a sophisticated touch of Bulgarian

modern touch of pimento. A powerful dry

rose and soft jasmin. The signature

down of sensual woods such as patchouli

of Attimo L’Eau Florale is enlightened

and vetiver intensify the masculine

by the exotic frangipani flower and

character of the fragrance. The range

underlined by woody notes of patchouli.

includes an Eau de Toilette spray in three

The bottle is designed to have a fresh,

sizes: 40ml, 60ml and 100ml; a 150ml

romantic mood. The curvy flacon

shampoo and shower gel; 100ml after

is embraced by a refined pink gold

shave lotion; and 75ml deodorant stick.

band and the red Attimo logo. The
fragrance comes as a 30ml, 50ml
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